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The Passing Show
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Tallulah' Tells on Tallulah
As Only Tallulah Can
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“Tallulah,” the book’s title and"*
the only appropriate one, could grubby life of a great dramatic
not fail to be dramatic reading. star. Now she is ogling radio’s
It does not fail. It is one of those electronic successor,
the televivivid, fascinating stories usually sion that she described as an ogre.
described as the kind one “cannot Their union is set for October 11,
put down.” By virtue of Herculean sa companionate
affair which
strength of will, and unadulterated would not surprise Tallulah by
disloyalty to Miss Bankhead, this becoming
her next life’s comreader did manage to lay aside his panion.
copy. It disappeared in an interval
hand, so mercurial
On the
that must have set a new record \a creature other
might reverse her field
for autobiography, but one no less as she has done
since childhood.
than is Tallulah's due.
** *
*
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Tallulah Bankhead’s autobiography hit the book stalls yesterday
and not a seismograph quivered anywhere in the land.
True, it is not the nature of seismographs to register the appearance of books but there were those who expected no less in the
case of Tallulah’s life story. This is only simple justice and seismologists unable to explain any furtive tremors on their graphs may yet
find the source to be Tallulah’s report on Tallulah.
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By Jay Carmody
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Harper’s
Fortunately,
had, That childhood, by
the way, is
thought to provide two copies, peras one of the fondest
haps anticipating just such a con- .treated

B| The kidnapper

;.

memories
in Miss
Bankhead’s
book. She is proud to be a Bank-i
****
head of Jasper, Ala., and all points
Miss Bankhead who has faced (elsewhere, including Washington,
an array of life’s facts that,would where the name achieved its first
overwhelm a less high-spirited, national and international promhuman is not one to quail before inence. She remembers with gentle
them at a time like this. She is (comparatively)
nostalgia
the
endowed with certain electrifying nuns
,
at Sacred heart Convent and
gifts of which two of the most ]Holy Cross
Academy
and the
thoroughly used are candor and pleasant
landscape of the city,
unconventionality. Both are evi- ,
where a girl could develop loyalty
dent in her treatment of Tallulah’s to
< the Democratic Party.
life as, for instance, in the abrupt
It seems reasonable to say that
surprises
sentence:
"I found no
no more vivid autobiographer ever
Kinsey
Report.”
the
In
grew out of the soil of the NaUnderstandably,
she has seen
tion’s Capital. Where the others
ho need to document this admis- have been shy and evasive, she
sion.
free
a passionately
****
*exercises
right
woman’s
to set
forth
As autobiographer, Miss Bank- {the good and bad she has known,
j speak her mind, in brief, to give
head anticipates that readers ex- to
pect to be taken on a broomstick ( one of the most glittering perj
ride into niches of hutnan experi- formances
of her life.
ence she alone has explored. She
There
are
those in inner circles
has no disposition, however, to who will note
with perhaps an
ravage her personal privacy com- arched eyebrow that the literary
‘
pletely to satisfy excessively mor- quality
of the performance reprebid curiosities among those with *
sents perfect mimicry of the re“Tallulah.”
price
of
$3.95, the
putedly inimitable style of Richard
dahlings, J
There
are reticence,
Maney. Mr. Maney is Miss Bankwithout,
no
one
can
but
that
live
j
publicist, a spectacularly
head’s
literally no one.
easy job in a few surface respects,
Miss Bankhead’s trick is to re- but
j one which may well have insort to fewer of these than almost Lvolved some difficult moments in
anyone else in her passionate ob-;
the editing of "Tallulah.”
servations
on life, art, acting,
function,
This editorial
Mr.
alcohol, amour, enemies, friends,; Maney
says, is the limit of his
family, and the New York Giants. j
Obviously these are not areas of contribution to his client’s autobiography, and to blazes with those
experience on which Miss Banksimilarity in their writhead has enjoyed a monopoly. who see a
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Her life hung by the
"Last Leaf’!
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REHEARSAL IN THE ROUND—Director Alan Schneider talks
it over with some of his cast for “Desire Under the Elms,” the
Eugene O’Neill play which will open Arena Stage’s third season
on October 7. Left to right are George Grizzard, Tom Hill,
Frank Hamilton, Henry Danilowicz and the director.
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Those Bus Journeys
Kill Mar jorie's Zest
By

N.

Sheilah Graham
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|whoever chose “Because You’re
Mine” for the royal command performance. Every one expected
“Hans Christian Andersen”'to win,
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even as a hobo!
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HOLLYWOOD.
Marjorie Main cut short her
compo tour when she found that
instead of the promised automobile to take her from theater to
theater—“ They expected me to

popularity

’

with Danny Kaye’s
over there, that makes

i

sense.

.

.

.

i 1
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ride in buses.” Marge ducked out Bob Hope is more than peeved
of “Dangerous When Wet” be- with
the
critics in Britain.
cause—“ They were going to put They’ve been giving away his best
in
a
tank
of
cold
The
gags
me
water.”
and routines in the reviews.
“Ma and Pa Kettle” will never boil
.
Arthur Freed cleared the
again, says Miss Main—“l was “Bandwagon”
title from 20th
never satisfied with the money Century-Fox and the superduper
Percy (Kilbride) and I got for musical with Fred Astaire, Nanette
such hard, rough work” There are Fabray and Oscar Levant started
two finished and unreleased.
I;yesterday at Metro.
Jean Simmons dyed her hairi -' Robert Mitchum has only one
“Young
red to play
Bess.” When year to go on his RKO deal and
a reporter asked Stewart Granger, he hopes to save enough on his
.
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who plays Tom Seymour—“ Are $5,000 a week to buy a farm in
ing styles.
He is cited in the book “forcon- you the young lover?” “No,”iMississippi and commute to HollyGranger,
“the old wood for two pictures a year.
duct above and beyond the call deadpanned
** * *
When some one asked;
lover.”
of duty.”
Eleanor Holm plans a cruise
To this ambiguous degree, he Jane Russell whether she’d renew
qualifies as collaborator in the her soon-expiring contract with around the world—after the ali

'

1

The difference between what she
and others have found in them
apparently lies in a different in-

Hollywood Diary
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The image
tensity of approach.
of Tallulah that emerges from her
book is that of a woman who has
merely tried to devour life before most

.

.
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after night.

HOLLYWOOD.
After a dozen years in America, Greer Garson is finally getting over her sensitivity to crude
yankee customs. She now loves
to be burlesqued—or at least
puts up a great front that she
does—as was indicated on the
set of “Julius Caesar” the other
afternoon.
Director

Doucete.

Current Theater Attractions
And Time of Showing

.

Having an hour off one day,
Greer
dashed
over
to the
“Caesar” stage to see what was
going on —and arrived just in
time to find Doucette in the
midst of a side-splitting imaccent,
of her
personation
feminine wiles and all. Cast
sitting
and crew were
around.
holding their sides.
Greer took

...

Betsy Drake and sister Daphne
were bequeated a pearl necklace
apiece by their Wisconsin grand-,
mother. There’s a catch —they’re
both on one string.
Starlet
Diane Garrett’s mother is in the
hospital with severe internal injuries which she claims happened

Armendiraz, top Mexican emoter.
It’s John, not Skelton, who owns
the Culver City Hotel.
Just north of Rome there’s a

restaurant

.
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the lot. .
Laraine Day and Leo
Durocher will motor here after the
World Series, but Joe Di Maggio
will fly—to Marilyn Monroe.
Eve Arden says she melted 10
.

pounds

have

Hollywood these

again

in “Elegance” for

native films of

stood
last few weeks

by
Newspaper

(Released

.

.
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North
Prowith the same result.
ducer Sam Spiegel signed dashMcing Australia actor John
HOLLYWOOD.
Calum to play Melba’s mate in
“Twice a bridegroom and
top
the
male
role
London. It’s
twice loser of the bride,” is
with Robert Morley’s Oscar HamJody Hutchinson's
theme song
of
the
nature
a
merstein I in
as he draws a key role in MGM’s
guest shot.
“Small Town Girl.” It’s Ann
American
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FIRST TIME ON THE SCREEN
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Dupont
Country”;

the Beloved
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most imagi-

Eddie Knopf at Metro. Mel Isn’t
quite so anxious to get his RKO
release now. “I’ll wait and see

happens
what
with ’ the new
country. owners. It may be a very healthy
still in situation.”
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Unforgettable Hours of
Magnificent Entertairtment
"On# of the
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TOMORROW****^

ist TIME AT REGULAR PRICES!

f

with a plaque—" Vittorio ate here with Shelley.” A
variation on the old George
Washington theme.
Lisa Kirk
after buying a new car from her says she’s the first acceptance for
ex-son-in-law
and the wheel the royal command performance.
Mel Ferrer will get Leslie
dropped off after she drove it from
.

* * *) *
Miller Jody loses—to Bobby
The world premiere of “The Van, while he waits patiently
Screen.
Thief” will take place on the S. S. at the alter, which is where
"The Crimson
Ambassador
United States on October 4 on the Esther Williams left him in
way to Europe,
with Producer
“Skirts Ahoy!” while she ran
Pirate”; 1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30 and
Harry Popkin aboard.
.Helmut away to the Navy and Barry
9:40 p.m.
replace
Dantine
will
Yul
Brinner
Sullivan.
Capitol
“My Wife’s Best
in February in “The King and I,”
“At least I lose ’em in the
Friend”; 11 a.m., 1:45, 4:30, 7:15 one startled look at Doucette
when
comes
here
to
his
and
into
Yul
make
top brackets,” grinned Jody,
hearty
guffaws
and 10 p.m. Stage: 12.55, 3:40,1 alongbroke
Billy Wilder film.
with everyone else.
“now all I ask Is to lose Lana
6:25 and 9:10 p.m.
Sam Goldwyn is peeved with Turner in a picture.”
by NANA.
Released
Columbia
“Caribbean”: 11:35
a.m., 1:35, 3:40, 5:45, 7:45 and!
AMUSEMENTS.
AMUSEMENTS.
AMUSEMENTS.
*
9:50 p.m.
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Even M; ss Garson
Liked Tlrs Act

Joseph
Mankiewicz
Two years ago Miss Bankhead
has been rehearsing every phase
embraced radio, a public embrace of the movie before shooting
that had the country sizzling with and is filming it in actual seovernight. It meant
enthusiasm
quence. Miss Garson, however,
a new show weekly, with a new couldn’t be at all the rehearsals
cast. This was Tallulah’s dish of because of finishing “My Mother
tea, the potion that a girl drank and Mr. McChesney.” So. she
and found herself reborn. Free j was “Stood In” for by a burly
she was of any ties to the old male bit player named
John

Where and When

.

’

night

.

j

j

could have saved for his readers,
if any.
Yet, it may be startling to some
that she confesses here to a loathing for acting. No. one ever seemed
to put more zest into it or get
more out of acting, but Tallulah
has found her art a pallid imitation of life. She hates the drudgwithers under
ery of rehearsal,
the dullness of repeating a role

replied mony decision.
Hughes,
Jane
So does Billy
Ex“I don’t know.” She might Rose. But not together.
King
want all of 4hat $200,000 per picFarouk has reservations at
Vegas.
gets on a loanout.
the tables in Las
John
ture the boss **
* *
Wayne’s house guest is Pedro

sizzling autobiography of its •Howard
quietly,

.time.
It could devour her.
As the most newsworthy female j
of her time, Miss Bankhead’s
autobiography has been robbed of
the surprises that a mere mortal

f PLAYHOUSE

“Cry,

1:30,
p.m.

and' 9:45
Keith’s—“Annie

Oakley”;
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11:20

2:35, 5:50 and 9:05 p.m.
“The Seventh Veil”;
Little
6:15, 8:10 and 10:05 p.m.

’^'««cru ts J
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a.m..

“Stolen Face”;
Metropolitan
11:15 a.m., 1:50, 4:30, 7:15 and
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DAY:

AND H STREETS* ST. 5500
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DOORS OPEN

10:30,

TREAS ON"

"HIG H
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jOt4S AW.

10 p.m.
Ontario
“Park Row”; 1:35,
3:45, 5:55, 7:55 and 10 p.m.
“lvanhoe”; 11 a.m., 1,
Palace
3:10, 5:20, 7:30 and 9:55 p.m.
Playhouse
“High Treason”;
11 a.m., 12:45, 2:30, 4:20, 6:10, 8
and 9:55 p.m.
Plaza—“O. Henry’s Full House”;
10:30 a.m., 12:45, 3:05, 5:20, 7:35
and 9:55 p.m.
“Carrie”;
11:10
Trans-Lux
a.m., 1:20, 3:25, 5:35, 7:35 and
9:45 p.m.
Warner—“ The Crimson Pirate";
11:30 am., 1:35, 3:40. 5:45, 7:50
and 9:50 p.m.
¦B
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A New Comdy by MARY
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CHASE

—SEAT SALE NOW—-

3.00, t. 40, 1.00, 1.50
IVES. *3.60,
MATS. 53.00, t. 40, 1.80, l.tO
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Star at Opera and
•Good doncert, like singers, are mdda
by good coaching. I con too that Dole
pupils got wonderful instruction by
the natural way they Foxtrot, Rumba,
Mamba, or do any dance. Dancing it
so much fun and relaxation
everyone should learn the Dole way
Complete guaranteed course taught
privately until you loam now reduced
to $37.50. (Foy only $3.00 a week.)
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M-G-M proudly presents

Stobilixed Pitch Coating foe
pitch-slag flat roofs

technTc'olor

Contains no petroleum solvents.
Penetrates old pitch and felts
giving them new and long life.
Remains elastic. Does not crack
or chip.
Lot sw intpaet your root
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LAST DAT—“WALCOTT VS. MARCIANO’*FITE FILMS—FLUS 2 118 NITSt

MacARTHUR THEATRE
48th and MocArthur Bird.

Washington
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MOSS HART
—SEAT SALE NOW—A New Hoy by

IVEB. 54.Z0, 3.60, 3.00, t. 40, l.t*
MATS. 13.00, t.40, 1.80, l.tO
MAIL ORDEU ACCEPTED
PItEM Ebclem Self AidrEME*.
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LANCASTER

Pirate'
Crimson in technicolor
mckceavat

Also at Ambassador Open 1 pm- co 5595
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